“Go and make disciples of all nations” Matthew 28:19

Discounted Airfare for Short Term Missions Teams
Up to 30% Below Published Fares for Groups of 10 or More

Contact Us Today for a Quote on Your Next Mission Trip!

www.missions.travelwithus.com
PO Box 6098, Lakeland, FL 33807 • Toll Free: (800) 235-8795 • Email: missions@travelwithus.com
Vision 2020 – To Every Nation

Jesus commanded his Church to take the Gospel to all nations (Matthew 28:19-20), and our goal is to assist churches, universities, medical teams, and missions organizations in doing just that. To date we have helped to send short-term mission teams to over 150 countries around the world, but many nations still remain. As our world continues to change, we believe that God will open doors to countries that were once closed to the Gospel, providing unprecedented mission travel opportunities that were previously considered impossible.

I am sure you heard the “Praise the Lord” all the way down there. You and God do some amazing things. Thank you for your hard work on this one. Debby - Tanzania

Your help was splendid! The flights and connects were perfect—even comfortable (something important on a 9+ hour flight!). Thanks for making this part of our journey work so well. We are truly grateful. Bob – Uruguay

In almost twenty years of travel between Argentina and the USA I have never seen an airline price so low. Randy - Argentina

Our Mission

Low Prices...Exceptional Service...Enabling the Church to Fulfill the Call

EO’s Missions Department provides highly discounted airfare from anywhere in the U.S.A. to destinations all over the world. Our mission is to reduce the cost of travel expenses so that more people are able to participate in missions projects, and more dollars are available to support the work of missionaries in the field. Our experienced staff are experts in their field, and provide fast, friendly, and efficient service on a consistent basis. When travel delays, flight cancellations, and unforeseen circumstances occur, EO’s Missions Department is there with a solution. We take the worry out of travel by providing full-service support to those who have accepted the call to Missions.

Jesus said Go...you tell us where...we’ll get you there for less!

I’ve not only appreciated your ability to find good flights and prices, and your commitment to organization and responsiveness, but also your kindness. Kelly – Mexico
Our pastor was able to get a flight out of Kenya late last night! He could not have done this without the information you gave him. Janie - Kenya

Thank you for making our trip so easy. Cliff – Peru

When I call, I know everything will be handled in a professional, thorough, and safe manner. Les – Costa Rica.

Our Core Values

EO is Ministry Focused, Service Oriented, Trustworthy and Reliable

EO is Ministry Focused – we provide travel opportunities with a purpose. The focus of our Missions Department is not on maximizing profits...but on minimizing costs. We pass the savings on to you, fulfilling our mission to provide highly discounted airfare for short term mission teams.

EO is Service Oriented – the ever changing travel industry can be challenging at times. EO provides solutions to these challenges, often before a Mission Team is even aware that a problem exists. We strive to exceed expectations, and do our best to provide a hassle free travel experience.

EO is Trustworthy and Reliable – since 1974, EO has been changing the Church, the Ministry, and Individual Lives through Christian Travel. Our organization operates with the utmost integrity, representing Christian values and character in our business practices. Tried and true for over 40 years, EO is a name you can trust.

TIPS FOR GETTING THE BEST PRICE:

• Start early. Airline seats can be booked as early as 11 months prior to your return date, and you will have greater access to the best schedules and best prices if you book early.

• Flexibility on your dates will also give you a price advantage. The number of groups already booked on a particular date can significantly affect the price for new groups trying to book on those same dates. A one day date change can make a big difference in price.

• If you are able to travel midweek, defined as Monday-Thursday round trip, you will have a better chance of getting a good price than if you travel on the weekend where the demand is higher.

• Seasonality can also affect your price. While this can change from destination to destination, as a general rule Low Season is November-March (excluding holiday periods), High Season is mid-May through the end of August, and everything else falls somewhere in between.

• Your group size can also affect your price. The average mission team is made up of approximately 12-15 participants, though they come in a variety of sizes. If you are planning to have a large team of say 30-40 participants, and you are able to split up your team between two flights if necessary, that can in some cases help you to get a better price.

• It’s easier to reduce seats rather than to try to add more seats later. If you anticipate 15-20 in your group, in most cases it is best to book 20 from the beginning with the understanding that you can reduce them at a later date with no penalty. If you book 15 seats and 3-4 months later you discover you need additional seats, the seats may only be available at a higher price, or may not be available at all. It is best to book the high end of what you expect, being careful not to overestimate what you will need. Remember: the group size can affect your price.

• Shopping around can actually hurt you more than help you. In order to offer a schedule and price, travel agents must first book airline seats in order to check the availability on the flights. If you ask 3 travel agents to check prices for you, they will all try to get the same seats, and this may give the airline the illusion that demand is higher than it really is and run up your price. If you do decide to shop around, check with EO first.
Bringing Over 55,000 Missionaries to 150 Countries Worldwide...and counting.